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PHASE AND AMPLITUDE DETECTOR AND 
METHOD OF DETERMINING ERRORS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates, in general, to a phase and 
amplitude detector and a method of determining errors, and 
is particularly, but not exclusively, applicable to the mea 
Surement of phase and amplitude errors for compensation 
purposes in the linearisation of power amplifiers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 First and second generation cellular systems have 
historically used forms of Signal modulation which are either 
constant envelope (e.g. Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 
(GMSK) in the global system for mobile communication 
(GSM) or which result in relatively low levels of amplitude 
modulation. The linearity of the high power amplifiers used 
for Such Systems has therefore not been an important tech 
nical issue. Indeed, for constant envelope Systems, it is 
Standard practice to operate amplifiers either close to or 
actually in compression in order to maximise power effi 
ciency. That is to Say, the amplifiers are intentionally 
employed in a non-linear mode. 
0003. Third generation cellular systems, however, typi 
cally use linear spread-spectrum modulation Schemes with a 
large amount of amplitude modulation on the Signal enve 
lope. When passed through a high power amplifier, the 
output is typically distorted in amplitude and phase by the 
inherent non-linearity of the amplifier. The amplitude and 
phase distortion effects are commonly referred to as AM 
AM conversion and AM-PM conversion, respectively. Both 
distortion effects are principally a function of the amplitude 
envelope of the input Signal and are insensitive to the input 
phase envelope. 

0004) In Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) modu 
lation Schemes, quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 
and Systems employing Similar linear transmission mecha 
nisms, a plurality of Signals are simultaneously amplified 
and transmitted which cause the generation of a large 
amplitude component in the Signal envelope. Unfortunately, 
when a large amplitude component is applied to a linear 
amplifier, its non-linear characteristics will tend to produce 
intermodulation products that reduce Signal quality and can 
cause spectral Spillage outside a particular licensed Spec 
trum. Intermodulation products must, therefore, be con 
trolled, but Such control, as will be appreciated, should not 
be at the expense of reducing wanted Signal Strength. 
0005 Intermodulation products and associated distortion 
can be reduced by negative feedback of the distortion 
components, pre-distortion of the Signal to be amplified to 
cancel the amplifier generated distortion, or by Separating 
the distortion components from the amplifier output and 
feeding forward the distortion components to cancel the 
distortion of the amplifier output signal. 
0006. In a power amplifier, where linearisation is per 
formed by correction as a function of Signal envelope (either 
via feedback or via pre-distortion), there is a need for an 
accurate amplitude and phase comparator that can operate 
over the full dynamic range of the input Signal. In addition, 
it is desirable for the detector to have a high processing 
Speed to cope with wideband spread spectrum Signals. In 
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other words, whilst maintaining low cost and high efficiency 
design, power amplifiers require ancillary error detection 
circuitry that can identify and allow correction for non 
linearity. Indeed, Such correction circuitry is critically 
dependent upon an ability to measure accurately the phase 
and amplitude of both the input and output signals to the 
power amplifier, which signals generally (and, in the exem 
plary case of CDMA-based Systems, inherently) have signal 
envelopes with associated large dynamic ranges (typically 
~20 decibels). In fact, with this ancillary error detection 
circuitry, there is a requirement to measure Small error 
components (typically of the order of a few tenths of a 
decibel) in amplitude and phase with respect to relatively 
large wanted Signal excursions/envelopes. 
0007 Typical amplifier architectures incorporate a slow 
feedback loop to track out unit-to-unit variations, thermal 
drift and long-term component drift. The slow feedback loop 
eases amplifier Set-up and allows a fast feedback or a 
pre-distortion mechanism to operate only on the amplifier 
induced, envelope-dependant distortion components. How 
ever, conventional phase and amplitude detectors of Suffi 
cient performance (associated with linearisation and specifi 
cally phase and amplitude error correction in a fast loop) 
have proven to be extremely difficult to set-up and to 
replicate on a commercial basis. In any event, it is desirable 
that a common detector mechanism is used to close both the 
fast error loop and the (Somewhat auxiliary) slow feedback 
loop to ensure that both loops converge on a Single phase/ 
amplitude State. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. In accordance with a first aspect of the present 
invention there is provided a detector operable to provide at 
least one error Signal associated with at least one of a phase 
error term and an gain error term between a reference Signal 
R and a feedback Signal F, the detector characterised by: a 
vector generator responsive to the reference Signal R, the 
vector generator producing a frame of reference vectors 
R-R, generated by a combination of the reference signal R 
with first A and second P offset vectors that provide an 
amplitude and phase displacement of the reference Signal R; 
a signal combiner arranged to generate difference vectors 
E-E, by combining the frame of reference vectors R1-R, 
and the feedback signal F, the difference vectors E-E. 
expressing the phase (p) and the gain (a) error terms relative 
to the reference Signal R and the first A and Second P offset 
vectors, and an error Signal detector responsive to the 
difference vectors E-E and arranged to provide a measure 
of the phase (p) and the gain (a) error terms required to 
Support Subsequent generation of the at least one error 
Signal. 
0009. In a preferred embodiment, a combinatory circuitry 
coupled to the error Signal detector is arranged to receive 
output signals from the error Signal detector, the combina 
tory circuitry configured to isolate the phase error term and 
the gain error term in terms of the first A and Second Poffset 
vectors and the reference carrier vector R. 
0010 Preferably, the combinatory circuitry generates the 
at least one error Signal through isolation of the phase error 
term from the gain error term, the at least one error term 
Satisfying the general form: 
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0.011 where a is the gain error term, p is the phase error 
term and P are output amplitudes from the Signal error 
detector for corresponding difference vectors E-E. 
0012. In another aspect of the present invention there is 
provided a phase and amplitude comparator operable to 
provide Signals relating to the difference in phase and 
amplitude between a reference Signal R and a feedback 
Signal F, wherein the comparator comprises vector generat 
ing means to produce four reference vectorSR-R, which are 
related to the input reference vector Signal R by the addition 
of further vectors +A and +P which are, respectively, in 
phase and in quadrature with R. Such that: 

0013 wherein the four reference vectors R-R are added 
to four Samples of the feedback signal F to produce four 
corresponding error vectors El-E, whereby the vectors E-E, 
can be used to generate phase (X) and amplitude (Y) 
comparative Signals. 

0.014. In another aspect of the present invention there is 
provided an amplifier circuit comprising: an input coupled to 
receive, in use, a reference Signal R, phase and gain modu 
lators coupled to the input; an amplifier coupled to the phase 
and gain modulators, a first directional coupler coupled to 
the input and arranged to Sample the reference Signal R, a 
Second directional coupler coupled to the amplifier and 
arranged to Sample an amplified version of the reference 
Signal R, thereby to provide a feedback Signal F, and a 
detector according to the first aspect, the detector coupled to 
the first directional coupler and the Second directional cou 
pler to receive, in use, the reference Signal R and the 
feedback signal F, wherein the phase and gain modulators 
are arranged to receive phase and gain corrections signals 
derived from the at least one error Signal (Y,X) generated by 
the detector. 

0.015. In a preferred embodiment the amplifier circuit 
further comprises an adaptive pre-distorter coupled to 
receive the at least one error Signal from the detector, the 
adaptive pre-distorter further coupled to the phase and gain 
modulators, the adaptive pre-distorter arranged to determine 
the gain and phase error correction Signals with respect to a 
Set of look-up values, thereby to linearise performance of the 
amplifier. 

0016 Preferably, a slow feedback loop containing a 
phase/amplitude equalizer having a Second amplitude modu 
lator and a Second phase modulator coupled to the amplifier, 
the phase/amplitude equalizer further containing baseband 
processing elements coupled to the detector and arranged to 
receive, in use, the at least one error Signal as a control Signal 
for the baseband processing elements, whereby the phase/ 
amplitude equalizer is arranged to track out circuit variations 
arising from at least one of unit-to-unit variations, thermal 
drift and long-term component drift through amplitude and 
phase control of, respectively, the Second amplitude modu 
lator and the Second phase modulator. 
0.017. The phase amplitude equalizer may further 
include: a quadrature to amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain 
converter coupled to receive the at least one error Signal and 
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arranged to provide distinct phase angle 0 and amplitude R 
components, a phase integrator coupled to the quadrature to 
amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain converter and arranged to 
receive, in use, the phase angle 0 component, thereby to 
provide a first time-integrated Signal having a wrap-around 
phase correction function; an amplitude integrator coupled 
to the quadrature to amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain con 
verter and arranged to receive, in use, the phase angle 0 
component, thereby to provide a Second time-integrated 
Signal; and an amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain to quadrature 
converter coupled to the phase integrator and the amplitude 
integrator and arranged, in use, to combine the first time 
integrated Signal and the Second time-integrated Signal to 
exercise control of the Slow feedback loop. 
0018. The amplifier circuit may have at least one delay 
line operable to compensate for any delay skew induced by 
processing delay in a correction path between the reference 
Signal and correction Signals. 
0019. The detector, the phase and amplitude comparator 
or the amplifier circuit may be incorporated within a base 
Station or a Subscriber unit of a cellular communication 
System or other Signaling Scheme requiring linear perfor 

CC. 

0020. In a further aspect of the present invention there is 
provided a method of detecting at least one of a phase error 
term and an amplitude error term between a reference Signal 
R and a feedback Signal F and generating a corresponding 
error Signal in response to the least one of the phase error 
term and the amplitude error term, the method characterised 
by: producing a frame of reference vectorSR-R generated 
by a combination of the reference signal R with first A and 
Second Poffset vectors that provide an amplitude and phase 
displacement of the reference Signal R, generating difference 
vectors E-E by combining the frame of reference vectors 
R-R and the feedback signal F, the difference vectors 
E-E, expressing the phase and the amplitude error terms 
relative to the reference Signal R and the first A and Second 
P offset vectors, and providing a measure of the phase and 
the amplitude error terms in response to the difference 
vectors E-E, the phase and the amplitude error terms 
required to Support Subsequent generation of the at least one 
error Signal. 
0021. In a particular embodiment, the method further 
comprises: generating the at least one error Signa through 
isolation of the phase error term from the amplitude error 
term, the at least one error term Satisfying the general form: 

0022 where a is the amplitude error term, p is the phase 
error term and P are output amplitudes from the Signal error 
detector for corresponding difference vectors E-E. 
0023 The detector of the present invention and its cor 
responding method of operation may be employed within, 
for example, a cellular base Station or the like to improve 
linearity. 

0024. The present invention therefore provides an 
improved phase and amplitude comparator particularly, but 
not exclusively, useful in an amplifier linearisation process. 
In Overview, the preferred embodiments of the present 
invention operate to isolate Small error terms from large 
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Signal terms and then to cause corrective operation on the 
Small error terms only. In accordance with the preferred 
embodiments of the present invention, an improved linear 
power amplifier is beneficially provided in which linearisa 
tion is performed by correction to the Signal envelope. 
Indeed, in contrast with prior art Systems, the present 
invention advantageously overcomes two effects exhibited 
by conventional phase and amplitude comparator tech 
niques, namely an ability to resolve accurately Small differ 
ences between relatively large Signals with high dynamic 
range and, Second, an ability to reduce dynamic range 
requirements of detectors employed to ease their associated 
tracking requirements. 

0025. While the detector of the preferred embodiment is 
optimized to resolve Small signal error/offsets in large 
dynamic ranges, the detector can, beneficially, Still provide 
useful output even when offsets are large. Consequently, the 
present invention can be used in a complementary Sense 
within a slow feedback loop. 
0026. The detector of the preferred embodiment is able to 
operate Sufficiently fast to cope with wideband Spread Spec 
trum signals and, beneficially, has a generally simplified and 
robust circuit design. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0027. In order that the present invention can be more 
fully understood and to show how the same may be carried 
into effect, reference shall now be made, by way of example 
only, to the figures in the accompanying drawing sheets, in 
which: 

0028 FIG. 1 shows an embodiment of a linear power 
amplifier arrangement able to Support the underlying con 
cepts and principles of the present invention; 

0029 FIG.2 shows, in detail, a conventional architecture 
of a gain and phase error detector Suitable for use in FIG. 1; 
0030 FIG. 3 shows an alternative linear power amplifier 
arrangement able to Support the underlying concepts and 
principles of the present invention; 
0.031 FIG. 4 shows an analysis of signals input to a 
linear power amplifier and phase comparator of FIG. 1; 

0032 FIGS. 5a and 5b show the construction of refer 
ence vectors R-R and their inter-relationship with a main 
reference vector R of FIG. 4. 
0033 FIGS. 6a and 6b diagrammatically illustrate how 
difference vectorS E-E are determined for use in the linear 
power amplifier arrangement of FIGS. 1 and 3; 

0034 FIG. 7 shows an application of the difference 
vectors E-E of FIGS. 6a and 6b; 
0035 FIGS. 8a and 8b show, in accordance with the 
principles of the present invention, plots of variations in 
amplitude detector output X and phase detector output Y, 
respectively, as functions of phase error for different ampli 
tude errors, 

0036 FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate alternative mechanism 
for generating reference Vectors R-R, 
0037 FIG. 11 shows a schematic block diagram of the 
phase-amplitude comparator of FIGS. 1 and 3; 
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0038 FIG. 12 shows a slow feedback loop of FIG. 1; 
0039 FIG. 13 shows a schematic block diagram of an IQ 
modulator block used in FIGS. 1 and 3; 
0040 FIG. 14 shows a preferred functional configuration 
of a slow loop control circuit for FIG. 3; 
0041 FIG. 15 show graphical representations of varia 
tions in phase, amplitude, calculated phase offset and ampli 
tude offset of a perfect power detector arranged to Support 
implementation of the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0042 FIG. 16 shows the phase; amplitude; calculated 
phase offset; and calculated amplitude offset for a Voltage 
law detector arranged to Support implementation of the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
0043 FIG. 17 shows a preferred flow chart of an aided 
loop acquisition Scheme in accordance with the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0044) There will now be described, by way of example 
only, at least a best mode contemplated by the inventors for 
carrying out the invention. In the following description, 
numerous Specific details are set out in order to provide a 
complete understanding of the present invention. It will be 
apparent, however, to those skilled in the art that the present 
invention may be put into practice with variations of the 
Specific. 
004.5 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a linear power 
amplifier 100 constructed in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. In use, an RF input 
Signal 110 is applied to a high power amplifier 122 via a 
directional coupler 112, a first delay line 114, an amplitude 
modulator 116 and a phase modulator 118. An output of the 
amplifier 122 provides an amplified output signal 128 which 
is sampled by a directional coupler 126. The sampled RF 
output from the directional coupler 112 is applied to a power 
Splitter 132, the outputs of which are connected to an 
envelope detector 134 and a second delay line 140. The 
output of the envelope detector is connected to an adaptive 
pre-distorter Subsystem 170. The adaptive pre-distorter Sub 
System 170 generates two outputs: a gain correction Signal 
192 which is connected to the control port of first amplitude 
modulator 116; and a phase correction signal 194 which is 
connected to the control port of phase modulator 118. 
0046) The adaptive pre-distorter 170 generates the ampli 
tude and phase correction signals 192, 194 as functions of 
input 136 in such a way that the input signal, delayed by 114 
and modulated by modulators 116, 118, on passing through 
the high power amplifier 122, emerges with lower distortion 
than if no pre-distortion Subsystem had been employed. The 
purpose of the adaptive pre-distorter's gain and phase trans 
fer functions is therefore to cancel the gain and phase 
distortion produced in the power amplifier 122. The purpose 
of delay line 114 is to compensate for any delay skew 
between the Signal 110 modulation and the correction Sig 
nals 192, 194 induced by processing delay in the correction 
path 112, 130, 134, 170. 
0047 A gain and phase error detection subsystem 160 
requires, as inputs, a Sample 142 of the input Signal 110 and 
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a sample 154 of the output signal 128, normalised to the 
Same Signal level and aligned in time. Output Sample 154 is 
normalised to the same level as Sample 142 by attenuating 
the coupled output of coupler 126 in attenuator 152. Input 
sample 142 is time-aligned with 154 by delaying one output 
of power splitter 132 in delay line 140. 
0.048. In order to compensate for changes in the high 
power amplifier 122 gain and phase distortion characteristic, 
for example due to temperature or channel frequency 
changes, the pre-distorter 170 operates on an adaptive basis. 
That is, the pre-distorter 170 adaptively adjusts its gain and 
phase transfer functions in response to residual gain error 
182 and residual phase error 184 signals fed back from the 
error detection subsystem 160. The pre-distortion functions 
therefore optimally converge as the System operates. 
0049. The path that generates the amplitude and phase 
correction signals 192,194 (i.e. the path from the directional 
coupler 126 through the attenuator 152 and then through the 
gain and phase error detector 160 and the adaptive pre 
distorter subsystem 170) is not a classic feedback loop. The 
path, in fact, is used to update coefficients in a look-up table 
over a relatively long period of time and So the path 
Supports, inherently, a wideband technique. More specifi 
cally, the gain and phase error detector 160 is arranged to 
update the look-up table to optimize tracking of the adaptive 
pre-distorter to a requisite transfer function. The adaptive 
pre-distorter 170 looks at an input envelope emanating from 
the envelope detector 134 and then, with knowledge of the 
requisite transfer function that the circuit needs to attain to 
provide phase and amplitude compensation, the adaptive 
pre-distorter 170 selects an appropriate coefficient from the 
look-up table to improve amplifier linearity. 

0050 Reference signal 142, as will be appreciated, is an 
accurate representation of the input Signal 110 that is to be 
amplified. Any deviation (in phase or amplitude) between 
the reference Signal 142 and the Sampled output signal 154, 
Subject to the taking into account of fixed gain requirements 
and offset provided by the amplifier 122 and the attenuator 
152, is therefore representative of error. 
0051. According to the present invention, the residual 
gain error Signal 182 and the residual phase error 184 Signal, 
produced by the gain and phase error detector 160, operate 
linearly over Small differences in the phase and amplitude; 
the generation mechanism will be described in greater detail 
later. 

0.052 To frame the invention in context, FIG.2 shows, in 
detail, a typical architecture of a gain and phase error 
detector 160 that has been used conventionally. The input 
signals 142 and 154 are each split by power splitters 602 and 
604, respectively. An output of splitter 602 is fed to envelope 
detector 610 and an output of splitter 604 is fed to envelope 
detector 612. The envelope detectors 610, 612 produce 
output voltages proportional to the amplitude envelope of 
signals 142 and 154, respectively. The output voltage of 
detector 610 is subtracted from the output of detector 612 by 
a differential amplifier 616 to produce a signal 618 propor 
tional to the amplitude error between 142 and 154. 
0053. The difference signal 618 is divided in analogue 
divider block 620 by signal 614 being the output of envelope 
detector 610 to produce a signal 182 that is proportional to 
the gain error between 142 and 154. The implication of this 
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is that the residual gain error Signal 182 is a metric only of 
the gain distortion (amplitude compression or expansion) in 
the power amplifier and is independent of the input Signal 
envelope level. This can improve the Stability of an ampli 
tude adaptation loop allowing parameter u to be set more 
closely for rapid conversions. 
0054 Derivation of the residual gain error signal 182 and 
the residual phase error Signal 184 will become apparent in 
the description relating to FIG. 4. 
0055. The remaining outputs of splitters 602 and 604 are 
fed to a phase comparator 630 which has two outputs 632 
and 634. If the RF input from splitter 602 is represented in 
polar form by R. cos (wit+C) and the RF input from splitter 
604 is represented by R. cos (wit+B), then the response of 
phase comparator 630 is such that output 632 is proportional 
to R.R. coS (B-C) and output 634 is proportional to R.R. 
sin (B-C). Analogue divider block 636 divides output 634 by 
632 to give phase error signal 184. It should be noted that 
this divider is merely correcting for the amplitude response 
of the differential phase detector and hence performs a 
different role to that 620 in the gain error loop. Phase error 
signal 184 is then equal to tan (B-C), but for small values of 
(B-C) then tan (B-C) approximates to (B-C). 
0056 FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of the second linear 
power amplifier in which the System includes Second ampli 
tude 120 and second phase 121 modulators and baseband 
processing elements 186,187, 188, 189. These form a slow 
feedback loop 191 operating in the gain and phase domains, 
the slow feedback loop 191 arranged to centre the operation 
of the adaptive pre-distorter 170 and to allow system com 
ponents of greatly reduced operating range to be used. The 
slow feedback loop 191 provides circuit stabilization for 
grOSS error, e.g. unit-to-unit variations and component tem 
perature dependence. 
0057. In previous, prior art systems, operation of a slow 
gain feedback loop was as follows. The gain error Signal 182 
is integrated by integrator 188 and amplified by gain block 
189. A resultant loop gain correction signal (“y”) is then 
applied to a Second amplitude modulator 120 that adjusts the 
Signal level into the Second phase modulator 121 and high 
power amplifier 122. The arrangement forms a control loop 
with integral action Such that the output level is adjusted to 
Set the Sampled output 152 at the same average envelope 
Voltage as the Sampled input 142. Similarly, operation of a 
Slow phase feedback loop was as follows. The phase error 
signal 184 is integrated by integrator 186 and amplified by 
gain block 187. A resultant loop phase correction Signal 
(“X”) is then applied to a slow phase modulator 121 that 
adjusts the phase of the Signal into the high power amplifier 
122. The arrangement forms a control loop with integral 
action whereby the average phase of the Sampled output 152 
is adjusted to the same average phase as the Sampled input 
142. 

0058. The sampled RF output from directional coupler 
112 is applied to a power splitter 132, the outputs of which 
are connected to an envelope detector 134 and a delay line 
140. The output of the envelope detector is connected to an 
adaptive pre-distorter Subsystem 170. The adaptive pre 
distorter Subsystem 170 generates two outputs: i) a gain 
correction signal 192 which is connected to the control port 
of first amplitude modulator 116; and ii) a phase correction 
signal 194 which is connected to the control port of first 
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phase modulator 118. As described in relation to the first 
embodiment, the pre-distorter 170 adaptively adjusts its gain 
and phase transfer functions in response to residual gain 
error 182 (“Y”) and residual phase error 184 (“X”) signals 
fed back from an error detection subsystem 160 that operates 
as described above. 

0059) The 'slow feedback control system nulls out the 
average gain and phase errors in the adaptation loop. The 
output of the gain error detector mentioned above is inte 
grated and amplified to provide a control Signal that modu 
lates again control element between the pre-distorter and the 
power amplifier itself. Similarly, the output of the phase 
error detector mentioned above is integrated and amplified 
to provide a control Signal that modulates a phase control 
element between the pre-distorter and the power amplifier. 
These feedback control loops adjust to trim out the ampli 
tude and phase errors between the two signal paths into the 
gain and phase error detectors 160, ensuring that these the 
fast modulators 116, 118 and the pre-distorter 170 are 
operated at their optimum operating point. A further benefit 
is that with the Slow loops controlling the average gain and 
phase response of the high power amplifier, the range of gain 
and phase adjustment required from the adaptive pre-dis 
torter 170 is greatly reduced. 
0060 AS will be appreciated, the mechanism adopted in 
the preferred embodiment for providing pre-distorted ampli 
fication is relatively easily realisable in discrete form and 
provides a completely polar-domain design which is capable 
of providing pre-distortion to a Standalone radio frequency 
power amplifier rather than necessarily being incorporated 
into an existing DSPSystem. The analogue Signal processing 
used to condition error Signals and to provide input signals 
eliminates the need accurately to digitise wideband Signals 
at the carrier frequency in order to drive DSP implementa 
tions of the error feedback system and pre-distorter. The 
correction signals from the pre-distorter are applied to the 
input Signal via analogue radio frequency control elements 
Such that, at no Stage, is the input Signal to the power 
amplifier required to be in the digital domain. The use of 
Slow loops can be used to Stabilise the power amplifier gain 
and phase response, thereby reducing the dynamic range 
required from a corrective look-up table of the adaptive 
pre-distorter 170. This is of advantage for many applications 
Such as in the provision of high power linear amplifiers in 
the transmission of Signals in cellular radio base Stations. 
0061. To this point, the description has concentrated on 
the Structural configuration of a linear amplification circuit 
(e.g. FIGS. 1 to 3), with an overview provided in terms of 
functional operation of the various circuit components 
thereof. It is now appropriate to discuss in detail a preferred 
mechanism for generating correction signals (X and Y) for 
compensating for phase error and amplitude (i.e. gain) error. 
0.062 FIG. 4 shows the construction and generation of 
vector components 250-256 that are subject to amplitude 
and phase comparison in accordance with the present inven 
tion. From an illustrative perspective, it is assumed that 
voltage components of carrier vectors (namely reference 
carrier vector R and feedback carrier vector F) can be 
represented as Voltage vectors. The two carrier vectors Rand 
Fare nominally in anti-phase; this eases implementation and 
does not compromise generality. The reference carrier vector 
R can be described as having an amplitude R. The feedback 
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carrier vector F can be described as having a wanted 
component equal to, but in anti-phase with, the reference 
vector (i.e. -R), with the feedback carrier vector F further 
having an amplitude error term a.(-R) and a phase error term 
p.(-R) orthogonal to the amplitude error term. R* is equal 
in amplitude but orthogonal to R. The vector Summation of 
the reference carrier vector R with the orthogonal error 
terms a.(-R) and p.(-R) therefore defines feedback carrier 
vector F. 

0063. According to the underlying principle of the 
present invention (FIG. 5), phase and amplitude errors 
isolated by a vector manipulation technique involving the 
generation of a frame of reference vectors R. related to the 
reference carrier vector R by amplitude and phase vector of 
predetermined magnitude. More specifically, the present 
invention undertakes an addition or Subtraction of two 
further offset vectors A and P of known magnitude to the 
reference carrier vector R, where A(reference numeral 270) 
is an amplitude offset in-phase with R and P (reference 
numeral 272) is a phase offset in quadrature with A; this is 
shown in FIGS. 5a and 5b. In other words, R=R, A=A and 
P=P. The frame of reference vectors R to R, is therefore 
bounded by the known tA and EP offset vectors. 
0064. According to the present invention, there are two 
alternative prepositions to consider in relation to the gen 
eration of the frame of reference vectors R. Specifically, 
in a first instance, the reference carrier amplitude offset and 
the reference carrier phase offset can both be proportional to 
R. Alternatively, A can be generated by limiting R to a 
constant amplitude So that A is fixed in amplitude and is not 
proportional to R. In the latter instance, P is preferably then 
Simply in phase quadrature offset with respect to A and P. 
0065. It should be noted that a quadrature relationship 
between the amplitude offset and phase offset vectorSA and 
P is desirable, but not essential, with the quadrature rela 
tionship merely simplifying vectorial computation associ 
ated with isolation of the actual amplitude (gain) and phase 
errors and the generation of Suitable correction coefficients. 
Indeed, an in-phase relationship between one of the ampli 
tude offset and phase offset vectors A and P with the 
reference carrier vector is desirable, but not essential, 
although the computational mathematics involved with the 
isolation of the amplitude and phase error is again increased 
in its complexity. 

0066. In accordance with a preferred embodiment, a 
frame of reference vectors R to R (reference numerals 
274-280) is produced relative to reference carrier vector R 
(reference numeral 250) through the vector additional and 
Subtraction of amplitude offset and phase offset vectorS A 
and P. The construction of reference vector R is shown in 
FIG. 5b in some detail, i.e. through the inclusion of the 
constituent vector components of R+A+P. The frame of 
reference vectors R to R can be represented mathemati 
cally as: 

0067. It has been appreciated that error terms in phase 
and amplitude can be isolated by a combinatorial mecha 
nism in which the wanted feedback carrier vector F is added 
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to the various reference vectors R to R of the reference 
frame. In other words, the wanted feedback carrier vector F 
is added on an individual basis to reference vectors of the 
reference frame to produce, in the preferred embodiment, 
four new difference vectors (or error terms) E, E, E, and 
E 4. 

0068 Looking first to FIG. 6a, a vector generator 300 is 
responsive to the reference carrier vector R. The Vector 
generator 300 operates to produce the frame of reference 
vectors R to R from the reference carrier vector R. In a 
parallel arrangement, distinct adder circuits 290-296 are 
each responsive to the feedback carrier vector F and indi 
vidual ones of the reference vectors R to R of the reference 
frame, with outputs of the adder circuits 290-296 producing 
respective difference vectors E, E, E, and E. FIG. 6b is 
a vectorial representation of the Summing function per 
formed, with the feedback vector F 256 shown to comprise 
a wanted Signal component with amplitude 252 and phase 
254 error terms. 

0069. In relation to the difference (error) vectors E, E, 
E. and E, these can be represented mathematically by the 
expressions: 

(0070) It will now be appreciated that the difference 
(error) vectors E, E, E, and E now only include the known 
(i.e. pre-Selected) amplitude and phase offset vectors A and 
P, as well as error terms a and p that modify the reference 
carrier vector RSuch that the products aR and pR are Small. 
In other words, the large reference carrier vector R has been 
eliminated by a simple addition of the reference frame 
vectors with the feedback carrier vector F. Individual E. 
vector components (which are, at this point, essentially radio 
frequency signals) are now fed to power detectors (or the 
like) for amplitude determination purposes. For perfect 
Square-law power detectors, individual E. Vector compo 
nents yield amplitudes: 

0071. The actual relationship between the E., vector 
components and their amplitudes is Subject to a Scaling 
factor which in the above equations has been normalised to 
unity; this does not affect the generality of the mechanism. 
0.072 AS will be appreciated, the in-phase components 
relate to the known gain offset and gain error terms (A and 
aR, respectively) whereas the quadrature components relate 
to the known phase offset and phase error terms (P and pR, 
respectively). In essence, therefore, the process involves the 
expansion of the various polynomial terms to leave terms 
proportional to the gain and phase error terms a and p. 
0073. In the absence of error signals, for instance, when 
a feedback loop is closed and has converged, all four 
difference vectors E have equal amplitude. If A and P are 
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independent (or nearly independent) of R, then the magni 
tudes of the difference vectors E at Zero error will be 
approximately constant; this has important implications for 
detectors employed to measure vector magnitudes of E as 
will be described. 

0074 FIG. 7 is illustrative of an arrangement suitable for 
detecting in-phase and quadrature components, FIG. 7 is 
based on FIG. 6a but further includes (in each difference 
vector path an (optional) amplifier 320-326 and a path 
specific detector 330-336. The detectors 330-336 are pref 
erably matched and provide, respectively, outputs P to P. 
0075 Analysis of the process shown in FIG. 4 is sim 
plified, initially, by assuming that true power detectors are 
used and So the detector outputs P are proportional to the 
Square of the Voltage Signals, E. Although this is the ideal 
case, it is not necessary and Voltage detection or any law in 
between will work well. 

0076. In order to arrive at correction terms for the power 
amplifier configuration of FIGS. 1 pr3, gain error (Y) and 
phase error (X) values must be produced by the detectors in 
FIG. 7. In this respect, in the preferred example (indicative 
of an optimised case), it is necessary to undertake two 
Separate computations with respect to detected Signals P1 to 
P. In order to isolate the error terms p and a (otherwise than 
through simple Scaling factors of multiples of R), it can be 
shown that Signal processing of the detected Signals P1 to P4 
renders Solutions for the gain (Y) and phase (X) errors, 
namely: 

0077. It will be appreciated that X and Y are therefore 
purely proportional to Signal errors. Indeed, referring back to 
FIG. 4, X is proportional to the quadrature error (phase) 
term p and Y is proportional to the in-phase (gain) error term 
a. When the error terms are zero, X and Y are Zero. By 
normalising X and Y by dividing by R and invoking small 
angle theory, the exact error Signals can be determined (by 
Signal processing), the exact error signals being: 

0078 where k is the degree of gain. The analysis above 
has assumed perfect power detection in which PE,--drift. 
The drift term can, in fact, be made to disappear with 
appropriate combination (either Subtraction or addition) of 
the detected P to P. terms. In a perfect power detector 
instance, it will be appreciated that if P R , then X R . 
0079. In practice, however, there is a degradation in 
orthogonality of the phase and amplitude error terms p and 
a caused, for example, by variations in circuit performance. 
This affect of the error terms p and a can be illustrated by 
assuming that the detectors (of FIG. 7) act as voltage 
detectors (PE), rather than perfect power detectors where 
P. E. 
0080 FIGS. 8a and 8b, respectively, show the variation 
of Y and X (ordinate axis) as a function of phase error 
(abscissa) for different amplitude errors; each curve repre 
sents a different amplitude error, k. FIG. 8a shows that, in 
accordance with the principles of the present invention, Y 
does not vary very much with phase error and the amplitude 
response is monotonic. FIG. 8b shows that X is a good 
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measure of phase error independent of amplitude error. In 
other words, correct operation of the circuit does not criti 
cally depend on the nature of the operational nature of the 
detector circuit. 

0081 Referring briefly to FIG. 9, this schematic diagram 
embodies the principle by which the phase and gain offset 
vectors are made proportional to the reference carrier vector 
R. Operation of the circuit of FIG. 9 is responsive to receipt 
of the reference carrier vector R by a signal splitter 350 that 
provides a first path to a vector generator 352 via an 
attenuator 354 that causes attenuation of the incident refer 
ence carrier vector R. Outputs from the vector generator 352 
are then combined (in summing units 360-366) with the 
reference carrier vector R to produce the frame of reference 
vectors R, to R (where n is at least three and most 
preferably four). The vector generator 352 actually acts as a 
Splitter and phase shifter network to generate the known tA 
and +P offset vectors that are then Subsequently added to the 
main reference carrier vector R. It will be appreciated that 
the circuit of FIG. 9 is entirely passive and should remain 
Stable over a wide variety of conditions. A disadvantage of 
the configuration and operation of FIG. 9 is that A and P 
(i.e. the respective magnitudes of A and P) are proportional 
to R. This proportionality means that X and Y will contain 
a term in R as opposed to R; making normalisation relative 
to R harder from a signal processing perspective. More 
Seriously, the difference vectors E. (generated consequential 
to this proportionality process) at Zero phase and amplitude 
error will be proportional to R and hence the level detectors 
(of FIG. 7, for example) must to operate and track each 
other over an entire dynamic range of the input signal. 

0082 In another embodiment of the present invention, 
FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate a mechanisms by which the offset 
vectors A and P are made independent of R. By using a 
combined limiter and harmonic filter 370 in Substitution for 
the attenuator 354 (of FIG. 9) between the signal splitter 350 
and a vector generator 372, a frame of reference vectors R. 
to R can be generated. More specifically, outputs from the 
vector generator 372 are combined (in Summing units 390 
396) with the reference carrier vector R to produce the frame 
of reference vectors R to R (where n is at least three and 
most preferably four). The vector generator 372 actually acts 
as a splitter and phase shifter network to generate the known 
tA and iPoffset vectors that are then Subsequently added to 
the main reference carrier vector R. 

0083) The basic structure of FIG. 10 is incorporated into 
FIG. 11, which latter figure further includes a second array 
of Summing units 290–296 that operate to combine the 
feedback carrier vector F 256 with each of the reference 
vectorSR to R of the reference frame. In the limiting case, 
with the known gain and offset error terms A and P Sub 
stantially constant, detectors 400-406 responsive to assigned 
difference (error) vectors E to E are constrained to work 
within the reference frame defined by +A and EP offset and 
are further restricted to operate on error Signals only. Fur 
thermore, if A and P are kept Substantially constant, the 
in-line detectors 400-406 can operate at a substantially 
constant level. To produce the Solutions for the gain (Y) and 
phase (X) errors, combinatory circuitry (represented by 
Summing blocks 410-412 coupled to each output of the 
various detectors 400-406) isolates the phase and gain errors 
in terms of the known phase (P) and gain (A) offset vectors 
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and the reference carrier vector R, as indicated above. If 
required, digital linearisation can be applied to detected 
Signals. 

0084. The majority of this system is passive and should 
remain stable over a wide variety of conditions. Combiners 
and Splitters can be implemented either as resistive networks 
that are compact and wideband but lossy, or as printed 
Structures, the choice being Somewhat arbitrary and gener 
ally dependent on the available Space and Signal levels. If no 
correction of the detectors 400-406 is required, X and Y can 
be generated using simple differential amplifier techniques, 
this is particular So with detectors obeying a power law. 
Amplification of the X and Y outputs in amplifiers 414-416 
may occur, if desired. 
0085 FIG. 11, which is diagrammatically indicative of 
the underlying principles to the present invention, allows use 
of detectors that are only matched at a single amplitude. 
Additionally, the circuit architecture inherently allows the 
detectors to track each other's variations. The Subsequent 
mathematical combination cancels offsets between the 
detectors. 

0086 Consequently, the system of the present invention 
(and particularly FIG. 11) operates to converge to an origin 
of the wanted Signal and hence to isolate phase and gain 
error terms. 

0087. A further source of error may be present due to 
imperfect generation of the reference vectors. A qualitative 
argument Suggests that Such errors will be Small, since, in 
general, A and P are much Smaller than R. The presence of 
the limiter 370 in FIGS. 10 and 11 also presents the 
possibility of AM:PM distortion in the limiter 370 which 
will rotate the reference frame about its centre. Because the 
complete System of the present invention is arranged to 
converge on the centre of the frame, a slight rotation will not 
affect the final convergence point, but will however affect 
the orthogonality of the phase and amplitude error Signals. 

0088. The implementation of a vector generator and 
combiners 390-396 and 290-296 can be simplified by com 
bining the reference carriers 257 and feedback carriers 
256before four-way addition, as is known. Extensive use can 
be made of Wilkinson splitter/combiners which are broad 
band and non critical, Simplifying bulk design and imple 
mentation. The four-way splitter used for the comparative 
Signal need not be a minimum loSS design and does not need 
to provide infinite isolation acroSS ports. Nevertheless, a 
Splitter should be matched on all ports and, importantly, the 
topology allows for a simple coplanar layout. A phase shift 
network for the reference vector Signal can be based on a 
Series of 2/4 lines. Impedance transformation in each line 
would ensure that power is split equally between phases. 
There need be no isolation between Sections but pads can 
provide isolation and maintain a good 50S2 match on all 
ports. 

0089. As described in relation to FIG. 3, a typical circuit 
architecture associated with an amplifier will incorporate a 
slow feedback loop 191 designed to track out unit-to-unit 
variations, thermal drift and long term drift. Use of Such a 
Slow control loop eases amplifier Set-up and allows a fast 
feedback mechanism to operate only on amplifier induced, 
envelope-dependant distortion components. A slow feed 
back loop is illustrated in FIG. 12, with its configuration and 
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general operation previously described in relation to FIG. 3. 
It will be appreciated that certain elements, e.g. delay 
element 140, of FIG.3 are omitted from FIG. 12 since they 
do not affect slow loop operation. The functional block 
labelled “slow feedback processing performs an equivalent 
function to the baseband processing elements (of FIG. 3) 
that provide the Slow feedback loop phase and gain correc 
tion signals (X and y). 
0090 According to a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention it is desirable to use the Same phase/ 
amplitude comparator (i.e. gain and phase error detector 
160) for both the pre-distortion loop (having fast modula 
tors) and the slow loop. Use of common detector circuitry 
ensures that cost and complexity are minimised and, more 
importantly, it ensures that both the fast and the Slow loops 
have exactly the same phase/amplitude convergence State 
since detector offsets are common to both loops. The slow 
feedback loop 191 operates to correct both the amplitude 
and the phase of the Signal being fed to the amplifier 122. In 
theory, correction can be achieved in two ways, namely: i) 
directly using a phase modulator 121 and an amplitude 
modulator 120 or as a Cartesian pair of in-phase and 
quadrature (IQ) amplitude modulators. However, it has been 
appreciated that, from a practical implementation Stand 
point, feedback needs to be applied as a Cartesian pair (x, y) 
as opposed to amplitude/phase (R, 0) to avoid the need for 
potentially unlimited end-stops on the phase modulator and 
therefore to Support wrap-around. 

0091 More particularly, the slow feedback loop 191 has 
one characteristic not present in the pre-distorter loop, 
namely the existence of an arbitrary phase offset acroSS an 
amplifier and between elements. With time, this random 
phase offset will drift and So, in order to avoid a complex 
(and at least initial) alignment procedure, any phase shifting 
control elements must be continuous. In other words, phase 
shifting control elements must be capable of Seamlessly 
wrapping round from 360 to 0 and have no effective 
end-stop. Practical analog phase shift networks are not 
generally continuous and have a limited range of, say, 
+180°. To appreciate the problem posed by this limited 
range, one can consider a case where the required phase shift 
in the control device is +179. Over temperature, however, 
the control device may suffer a drift of, say, +2. Conse 
quently, the required phase shift correction of +181 is not 
available from the control device, and there is no mechanism 
for switching back to -179 (i.e. the complement to +181). 
0092 Accordingly, to construct a phase shift network that 
seamlessly wraps around 360° to 0, it is necessary to use a 
complex IQ architecture, as shown in FIGS. 13 and 14. 

0093. In relation to FIG. 13, this is a diagrammatic 
representation of what the Slow feedback loop is trying to 
achieve, with the circuit of FIG. 13 corresponding to a 
Schematic of the complex phase/amplitude equaliser of 
FIGS. 3 and 12. An input signal (which may have been 
Subject to phase and gain correction from the adaptive 
predistorter 170) is applied to a splitter 470 providing 
in-phase and quadrature Signal components that are respec 
tively applied to first 472 and second 474 multipliers. The 
first and Second multipliers respectively modulate the 
quadrature and in-phase signal components with loop cor 
rection signals (y and X, respectively) 452, 450. Following 
modulation (to correct for gain and phase errors pertaining 
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to the requirement for the slow feedback loop 191), the 
in-phase and quadrature components are combined in a 
combiner 476 that provides an output to the power amplifier 
122. 

0094) Referring now to FIG. 14, the slow feedback loop 
can be considered to be comprised from two Sub-loops 
associated with phase and amplitude (or IQ loops). An 
important point to notice is that the variables are orthogonal 
and so the behaviours of the two loops do not interact. With 
application of the residual gain error 182 (“Y”) and residual 
phase error 184 (“X”) signals (produced from the gain and 
phase error detectors 160 of the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention) to a quadrature to amplitude/phase (R, 0) 
domain converter 490, distinct phase angle 0 (reference 
numeral 500) and amplitude R (reference numeral 502) 
components are generated. The amplitude 502 and phase 
500 signals are integrated by irrespective amplitude 504 and 
phase 506 integrators with resultant time-integrated Signals 
converted back into the IQ domain by converter 508 to 
provide the loop correction signals X and y (identified as 
reference numerals 450 and 452 in FIGS. 12 and 14). It is 
the phase integrator 506 that provides the requisite wrap 
around function for slow-loop phase control in FIG. 3. 

0095 There are no particular speed or transient response 
requirements from the slow loop; once locked, changes are 
Slow and continuous in nature. This simplifies the design of 
the two constituent loops in that Simple first order loops with 
integrators, which are unconditionally stable, are generally 
adequate. An integrator is preferred to a simple low pass 
network because the (theoretically) infinite DC gain ensures 
that phase and amplitude errors are tracked exactly. Extra 
phase margin may be desirable if there is considerable 
inter-reaction between the loops. The operation of the two 
integrators now are quite different. The phase integrator has 
to be continuous and must wrap round from 360 back to 0. 
The output of the amplitude integrator needs to be bounded; 
once the maximum or minimum allowable amplitude is 
reached, the integrator output must hold constant and not 
wrap from maximum to minimum amplitude. 

0096) The circuitry of FIG. 14 is preferably realised as 
logic functions in a digital signal processing (DSP) platform. 
Advantageously, by performing processing in the digital 
domain, errors in the analog to digital conversion process 
remain common to the fast and Slow loops whereby the 
loops retain their common convergence point. In addition, in 
contrast with the analog domain, processing in the digital 
domain is more repeatable and flexible and the necessary 
continuous phase response is simple to achieve. 

0097. The skilled addressee will appreciate that, prima 
facie, error Signals provided by a phase/amplitude compara 
tor are Cartesian (approximating to phase and amplitude for 
Small errors) in nature, thereby allowing a slow loop to be 
closed directly. Unfortunately, direct loop closure is only 
possible in the case where the phase shift in a reference 
carrier arm is the same as a phase shift to an equaliser input 
of the comparator; this, in practice, is difficult to achieve. 
Consequently, from a practical perspective, it has been 
assumed that there is an arbitrary phase shift in the loop. 
Consequently, in accordance with a preferred embodiment, 
in order to track out arbitrary phase shifts, the proceSS is 
performed in the phase (IO) domain. 
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0.098 AS was shown above, for perfect power law detec 
tion: 

0099 where X is proportional to the quadrature error 
term, p, and Y is proportional to the in-phase error term, a. 
When the error terms are Zero, X and Y are Zero. Normali 
sation by R and addition of a constant merely produces the 
requisite form of error Signal Stipulated by the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. Unfortunately, with 
detectors generally following an imperfect detector law, 
detector tracking errors become more and more significant 
with greater displacement from the convergence point of the 
frame of reference vectors (shown in FIG. 5b). FIG. 15 
shows circuit performance of a perfect power law detector 
over a phase range of +180° and amplitude range of +5 dB. 
FIG. 15 is therefore an extended version of the plot of FIG. 
8. FIG. 15 can be contrasted with FIG. 16 which shows 
operational performance of a Voltage law detector configu 
ration over a corresponding phase range of t180 and 
amplitude range of +5 dB. 

0100. In both FIGS. 15 and 16, the abscissa axis is phase 
error, with the ordinate axes of FIGS. 15a, 15b, 16a and 16b 
being phase detector output and the ordinate axes of FIGS. 
15c, 15d, 16c and 16d being amplitude detector outputs for 
different amplitude errors. In FIG. 15a, a perfect power 
detector is assumed and the values of p and a are derived for 
the case of R=1; A=0.1 and P=0.1 (as in FIGS. 8a and 8b). 
Next, the value of the phase and amplitude offsets were 
calculated from p and a and are plotted on FIGS. 15b and 
15d(i.e. signals 500 and 502 of FIG. 14). FIG. 16 shows the 
affect of use of an imperfect power detector. 
0101. It can be shown, mathematically, that the phase 
offset P=Arctan {p/(a+1)} and that the amplitude offset 
A=V{p--(a+1)}-1. From the plots in FIGS. 15 and 16, it 
should be noted that there is no correlation between the 
calculated phase offset and the calculated amplitude offset. 
0102) The graphical representations in FIG. 15 demon 
Strate that, with use of perfect power detectors in the 
preferred embodiment and limited processing capabilities, 
the phase and amplitude errors can be calculated with 
Sufficient accuracy to generate perfect error Signals X and y 
for the feedback control integrators of FIG. 12. 
0103). It has also been appreciated that, with the exception 
of an error signal at exactly 180 (which is an unstable 
equilibrium), the polarity of p can be used as an indicator of 
whether the phase needs to be advanced or retarded. Feeding 
p directly into the phase integrator of FIG. 16 therefore 
produces a converging loop that will become linear and well 
behaved as the phase error diminishes. Using the Arctan 
function (instead of p) provides Some additional benefit, but 
this is achieved at the expense of an overall (and generally 
Significant) increase in signal processing. 
0104 Looking at the amplitude response of FIGS. 15 
and 16, it can be seen that the polarity of both a and the 
calculated amplitude offset will not allow an amplitude loop 
to converge until the phase has converged within about 
t30. A detailed offset calculation may improve accuracy, 
but at the cost of increased processing requirements, as will 
now be appreciated. 
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0105. Unlike the detection process of the preferred 
embodiment, the generation of X and y (i.e. the control 
Signals for the complex phase/amplitude equaliser) must 
have Sufficient resolution to ensure that any phase and 
amplitude dither is well within acceptable limits. 
0106. It will be appreciated that there are alternative 
mechanism for generating X and y, although a preferred 
embodiment utilises a look-up table in which are Stored 
correction codes for detected gain and phase errors. Clearly, 
a particular embodiment may take advantage of the fact that 
processing required in each quadrant (or even octant) is 
essentially equivalent with other quadrants (or octants), 
albeit that there is a Sign shift. Furthermore, in generality, the 
conversion of amplitude and phase to X and y needs to take 
account of any non-linear response of the control elements, 
as shown in FIG. 14, as will be appreciated. 
0107 The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
provides error and gain detection that can Support, in the 
context of a perfect power detector having Sufficient pro 
cessing capabilities, orthogonal error Signals. With a voltage 
detector, an error signal derived directly from X and Y works 
as well as processed error Signals. In practice, with the 
detector law actually fluctuating between a power regime 
and a Voltage regime over a range of input levels, the use of 
X and Y to provide the phase error and the amplitude error 
directly to their respective integrators greatly simplifies 
processing. 
0.108 From an implementation perspective, it has been 
appreciated that the amplitude loop will only converge once 
the phase loop is within about +30, so it is preferable that 
the phase loop be made to operate considerably faster than 
the amplitude loop. 
0109. With non-perfect power law detectors, tracking 
between detectors can affect performance. More Specifically, 
at the convergence point in the reference frame (i.e. when 
the loop has converged to correct operation), all detectors 
operate on nominally the same constant power and So offsets 
in Parising from the use of different detectors can be 
calibrated at this point. Significantly, away from conver 
gence, the situation changes with the magnitudes of P, 
potentially becoming large in comparison with X or Y. 
Consequently, even Small percentage errors in tracking of 
the detectors can become very significant once X and Y are 
derived. A robust solution to this potential problem of false 
locking of the slow feedback loop relies on digitising the 
power detector outputs, P., and performing the processing of 
X and Y digitally. The power associated with products of the 
digital processing can be used to detect when the loop is a 
long way from lock, e.g. does the cumulative power of the 
detectors exceed a predetermined threshold, i.e. P+P.+P.+ 
P >Threshold. Provided that the threshold condition has 
been Satisfied, then a hunting algorithm can be instigated 
(starting from low gain and Scanning phase, then increment 
ing the amplitude and repeating). The slow feedback loop 
can be closed once cumulative power value of P+P.+P.+P. 
drops below the threshold; this is shown in FIG. 17. 
0110. While the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention is described in the context of a four-vector Solu 
tion, it will be appreciated that a frame of reference vectors 
R to R can contain fewer or more reference vector com 
ponents (where n is an integer equal or greater than three). 
In this respect, the increase or decrease in the number of 
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vector components within the frame has the affect of increas 
ing processing requirements. The four-vector frame Solution 
discussed in the context of the preferred embodiment is, 
however, believed to represent an (but exemplary) optimum 
Solution. 

0111. It will, of course, be understood that the above 
description has been given by way of example only and that 
modifications in detail may be made within the Scope of the 
present invention, e.g. Variations of the error detector 160 
are possible. For example, depending on the performance 
required, the amplitude analogue divider 620 may be omit 
ted (although us will need to be set to a lower value in order 
to preserve a loop stability). An alternative configuration of 
amplitude detectors and Signal processing elements may be 
used. Alternative types of phase discriminator may also be 
used. A variation of the error detector 160 may be imple 
mented which generates error signals 182, 184 relating to the 
Signs of the amplitude and phase errors only, as are com 
monly employed elsewhere in the field of control Systems. 
0112 The error detection block 160 may be partially or 
entirely replaced by digital implementation, wherein the RF 
signals 142,154 are digitised and the error signals 82, 84 are 
computed by a digital signal processing (DSP). The feeding 
of these error signals to gain blocks 724, 754 into the 
adaptive pre-distorter (70) can then be performed in the 
digital domain. Indeed, alternative embodiments of the 
invention may be implemented as computer program code 
encoded on a computer program product for use with a 
computer System. A Series of computer instructions embod 
ies all or part of the functionality previously described 
herein with respect to the system. Software embodiments of 
the invention may be implemented in any conventional 
computer programming language. For example, preferred 
embodiments may be implemented in a procedural program 
ming language (e.g. “C”) or an object oriented programming 
language (e.g. "C++). 
0113 Although the preferred operating method may be 
realised by general or Specific-purpose processor or logic 
circuits programmed with Suitable machine-executable 
instructions, hardware components may be used to imple 
ment certain features of the present invention. Of course, the 
present invention is likely to be performed by a combination 
of hardware and Software. 

We claim: 
1. A detector operable to provide at least one error Signal 

asSociated with at least one of a phase error term and an gain 
error term between a reference Signal R and a feedback 
Signal F, the detector comprising: 

a vector generator responsive to the reference Signal R, 
the vector generator producing a frame of reference 
vectors R-R generated by a combination of the ref 
erence Signal R with first A and Second Poffset vectors 
that provide an amplitude and phase displacement of 
the reference Signal R; 

a signal combiner arranged to generate difference vectors 
E-E by combining the frame of reference vectors 
R-R, and the feedback signal F, the difference vectors 
El-E, expressing the phase (p) and the gain (a) error 
terms relative to the reference Signal R and the first A 
and Second P offset vectors, and 
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an error Signal detector responsive to the difference Vec 
tors E-E and arranged to provide a measure of the 
phase (p) and the gain (a) error terms required to 
Support Subsequent generation of the at least one error 
Signal. 

2. The detector according to claim 1, wherein the frame of 
reference vectors has at least three reference vectors R-R 
and preferably four reference vectors R-R. 

3. The detector according to claim 2, wherein the frame of 
reference vectors R-R are defined as: 

R=R+A+PR=R+A-PR=R-A-PR=R-A+P. 
4. The detector according to claim 1, wherein the first and 

Second offset vectors are one of: 

independent of R with R limited to a constant amplitude 
and such that the first offset vector is fixed in amplitude 
and is not proportional to R; and 

proportional to R. 
5. The detector according to claim 1, wherein the first A 

and Second Poffset vectors that are in-phase and in quadra 
ture with the reference Signal R. 

6. The detector according to claim 1, wherein magnitudes 
of the first A and Second P offset vectors are equal. 

7. The detector according to claim 1, wherein the feed 
back vector is related to the reference Signal R. 

8. The detector according to any preceding claim, wherein 
isolation of the phase and gain error terms contains a term 
proportional to the reference Signal R. 

9. The detector according to claim 1, further comprising 
combinatory circuitry coupled to the error Signal detector 
and arranged to receive output signals from the error Signal 
detector, the combinatory circuitry configured to isolate the 
phase error term and the gain error term in terms of the first 
A and Second P offset vectors and the reference carrier 
vector R. 

10. The detector according to claim 9, wherein the com 
binatory circuitry generates the at least one error Signal 
through isolation of the phase error term from the gain error 
term, the at least one error term Satisfying the general form: 

X=P-P-P-P=-8PpRY=P+P-P-P=-8AaR 

where a is the gain error term, p is the phase error term and 
P are output amplitudes from the Signal error detector 
for corresponding difference vectors E-E. 

11. The detector of any preceding claim, further compris 
ing a splitter coupled to receive, in use, the reference Signal 
R, the Splitter coupled to the vector generator through a first 
path containing one of: 

an attenuator arranged to cause attenuation of the incident 
reference carrier vector R, and 

a combined limiter and harmonic filter. 
12. A phase and amplitude comparator operable to pro 

vide Signals relating to the difference in phase and amplitude 
between a reference Signal R and a feedback signal F 
wherein the comparator comprises vector generating means 
to produce four reference vectorSR-R, which are related to 
the input reference vector Signal R by the addition of further 
vectors tA and iP which are, respectively, in phase and in 
quadrature with R. Such that: 

R=R+A+PR2=R+A-PR=R-A-PR=R-AP 

wherein the four reference vectorSR-R are added to four 
Samples of the feedback Signal F to produce four 
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corresponding error vectorSE-E, whereby the vectors 
E-E can be used to generate phase () and amplitude 
() comparative signals. 

13. An amplifier circuit comprising: 
an input coupled to receive, in use, a reference Signal R; 
phase and gain modulators coupled to the input; 
an amplifier coupled to the phase and gain modulators, 
a first directional coupler coupled to the input and 

arranged to Sample the reference Signal R; 
a Second directional coupler coupled to the amplifier and 

arranged to Sample an amplified version of the refer 
ence Signal R, thereby to provide a feedback signal F; 
and 

a detector operable to provide at least one error Signal 
asSociated with at least one of a phase error term and an 
gain error term between a reference Signal R and a 
feedback signal F the detector having: 
a vector generator responsive to the reference signal R, 

the vector generator producing a frame of reference 
vectors R-R generated by a combination of the 
reference Signal R with first A and Second P offset 
vectors that provide an amplitude and phase dis 
placement of the reference Signal R; 

a signal combiner arranged to generate difference vec 
tors E-E by combining the frame of reference 
vectors R-R and the feedback signal F, the differ 
ence vectors E-E expressing the phase (p) and the 
gain (a) error terms relative to the reference signal R 
and the first A and Second P offset vectors, and 

an error Signal detector responsive to the difference 
vectors E-E and arranged to provide a measure of 
the phase (p) and the gain (a) error terms required to 
Support Subsequent generation of the at least one 
error Signal; 

the detector coupled to the first directional coupler and the 
Second directional coupler to receive, in use, the ref 
erence Signal R and the feedback Signal F, and 

wherein the phase and gain modulators are arranged to 
receive phase and gain corrections Signals derived from 
the at least one error Signal generated by the detector. 

14. The amplifier circuit of claim 13, further comprising 
an adaptive pre-distorter coupled to receive the at least one 
error Signal from the detector, the adaptive pre-distorter 
further coupled to the phase and gain modulators, the 
adaptive pre-distorter arranged to determine the gain and 
phase error correction Signals with respect to a Set of look-up 
values, thereby to linearise performance of the amplifier. 

15. The amplifier circuit of claim 13, further comprising 
a slow feedback loop containing a phase/amplitude equalizer 
having a Second amplitude modulator and a Second phase 
modulator coupled to the amplifier, the phase/amplitude 
equalizer further containing baseband processing elements 
coupled to the detector and arranged to receive, in use, the 
at least one error Signal as a control Signal for the baseband 
processing elements, whereby the phase/amplitude equalizer 
is arranged to track out circuit variations arising from at least 
one of unit-to-unit variations, thermal drift and long-term 
component drift through amplitude and phase control of, 
respectively, the Second amplitude modulator and the Second 
phase modulator. 
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16. The amplifier circuit of claim 15, wherein the phase 
amplitude equalizer further includes: 

a quadrature to amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain converter 
coupled to receive the at least one error Signal (YX) and 
arranged to provide distinct phase angle 0 and ampli 
tude R components, 

a phase integrator coupled to the quadrature to amplitude/ 
phase (R, 0) domain converter and arranged to receive, 
in use, the phase angle 0 component, thereby to provide 
a first time-integrated Signal having a wrap-around 
phase correction function; 

an amplitude integrator coupled to the quadrature to 
amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain converter and arranged 
to receive, in use, the phase angle 0 component, thereby 
to provide a Second time-integrated Signal; 

an amplitude/phase (R, 0) domain to quadrature converter 
coupled to the phase integrator and the amplitude 
integrator and arranged, in use, to combine the first 
time-integrated Signal and the Second time-integrated 
Signal to exercise control of the Slow feedback loop. 

17. The amplifier circuit of claim 13, further comprising 
at least one delay line operable to compensate for any delay 
skew induced by processing delay in a correction path 
between the reference Signal and correction Signals. 

18. A cellular base station including one of the detector 
of claim 1; the phase and amplitude comparator of claim 12; 
and the amplifier circuit of 13. 

19. A method of detecting at least one of a phase error 
term and an amplitude error term between a reference Signal 
R and a feedback Signal F and generating a corresponding 
error signal (Y,X) in response to the least one of the phase 
error term and the amplitude error term, the method com 
prising: 

producing a frame of reference vectors R-R generated 
by a combination of the reference Signal R with first A 
and Second P offset vectors that provide an amplitude 
and phase displacement of the reference Signal R; 

generating difference vectors E-E by combining the 
frame of reference vectors R-R and the feedback 
Signal F, the difference vectors E-E expressing the 
phase (p) and the amplitude (a) error terms relative to 
the reference Signal R and the first A and Second P 
offset vectors, and 

providing a measure of the phase (p) and the amplitude (a) 
error terms in response to the difference vectorS E-E 
the phase (p) and the amplitude (a) error terms required 
to Support Subsequent generation of the at least one 
error Signal. 

20. The method of detecting according to claim 19, further 
comprising: 

generating the at least one error Signal through isolation of 
the phase error term from the amplitude error term, the 
at least one error term Satisfying the general form: 

where a is the amplitude error term, p is the phase error 
term and P are output amplitudes from the Signal error 
detector for corresponding difference vectors E-E. 


